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The ecosystem of the Flek Machine unifies ML, probabilistic 

programming and predictive analytics into one platform. Flek 

offers a foundation upon which data scientists can write 

probabilistic programs and develop complex ML applications 

in Python.  

 

What makes Flek different is that data scientists and 

programmer alike can use the machine to can tackle difficult 

analytics problems that require iterative computations, pre -

computed probabilities, precision as well as interpretable and 

traceable results. With such tool in hand, developers can 

start building today the new breed of AI–enabled applications 

of tomorrow. 
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Components 
 

Flek combines 3 main components into one unified platform:  
 

I.  FlekML  – Core machine learning engine and Nuggets 

store 
 

II.  Toolkit  – Python library and SDK for analytics and 

probabilistic programming  
 

III.  Flek Server – Standalone, Local or Remote modes 

hosting and running FlekML 

 

In addition to the above, Flek comes with code samples written 

in Python as well as tutorials and ready to run recipes written 

in Jupyter Notebooks.  
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Ecosystem 
 

The Flek Machine ecosystem consists of multiple components as 

depicted in the high level view and the brief description below.  

 

 
 

 Data. Input categorical data which can be in string or 

numeric formats (nominal, ordinal or binned) 

 Nuggets. Fundamental abstraction of the Flek Machine and 

they come in 4 types: Stat, Rule, Probability or Graph 

 Model & Store.  Models are made of Nuggets built by FlekML 

and stored into: Memory, Pickle files, SQLite, MySQL or 

Cassandra 

 FlekML. Core machine learning and AI engine 

 Toolkit. Library & Suite of APIs 

 Flek Server. Allows users to run in: Standalone, Local 

Server or Remote Server modes 

 ML Application & Analytics. Understanding drug side 

effects, predicting failure, diagnosis, simulation, WHAT-IF 

analysis, analyzing sentiment or making recommendations.  
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About GoFlek 
 
 

Revolutionizing how businesses tackle complex AI endeavors, 

GoFlek offers the Flek Machine – a probability machine and 

an integrated AI platform for machine learning, probabilistic 

programming and predictive analytics.  

 

The company was founded in 2017 by a team who are dedicated 

to this vision. Their goal is to develop a new generation of AI 

tools that allow data scientist and programmers to easily build 

and deploy complex probabilistic solutions on premise or over 

the cloud. 

 

For more information please download Flek Machine Primer.pdf 

and Flek ML Pipline.pdf  from our site: www.goflek.com/downloads  


